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I. INTRODUCTION

INthe rapidly expanding literature on national income the problems involved in intertemporal comparisons of real national
income have not yet been very thoroughly discussed. In recent
years the interest in such colnparisons has been growing. For
various purposes, and particularly where the countries devastated by the war are concerned, there is a need for conlprehensive figures showing how the present aggregate output of goods
and services compares with the pre-war output of the economy.
National income figures expressed in current prices cannot be
used for this purpose as they reflect changes in prices as well as
in output. To eliminate price fluctuations national income must
be computed in real terms, or to use a terminology which is
more readily understood in some non-English-speaking countries, national income must be expressed in constant prices. We
shall see that different meanings have been attached to this term.
Estimates of real national income are available for a number
of countries, including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bulgaria,
China, Denmark, France, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, the
Netherlands, Netherlands Indies, Norway, Palestine, the Philippines, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey. In the United
Kingdom consumers' expenditure, an important component of
the national expenditure, is measured in constant prices, and
unofficial estimates of all other components of the national
income expressed in real terms have also been published.Vn
the United States evaluations of real national income are being
made by the National Income Division of the Department of
Comnlerce, and preliminary figures have been published in the
Economic Reports issued by the Council of Economic Advisers.
'The present paper is an extended and revised version of a preliminary draft
read before the Econometric Society, Cleveland, Ohio, 28th December 1948.
'Dudley Seers. 'The National Product Before and After the War', Bulietirr
of the Oxford U~tiveraityhzslilu~eof Statistics, Vol. X , No. 10, October 1948.
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A quick survey of this material reveals striking differences in
the methods used. Disregarding variations in statistical practices, which may be explained by the peculiarities of basic data
available, three main groups of methods may be distinguished:
(a) National income estimates may be expressed in constal~t
prices by 'deflating' the totals by an appropriate price index,
such as an index of cost of living, or an index of wholesale prices.
(b) The components of the national expenditure may each be
deflated by an appropriate price index, and the series thus obtained combined in one series showing nationaI expenditure in
constant prices. If sufficient statistical data on quantities are
available the method may be modified by computing quantum
indices, using total sales in a chosen base period as weighting
coefficients. Other index formulae and more complicated
methods of weighting have also been used.
(c) Regarding the national income as a measure of the aggregate output of goods and services, estimates of national income
in constant prices may be obtained by combining indices of
production for all sectors of the economy, using as weights the
net values added of the various industries in the chosen base
period.

The three groups of methods indicated will now be discussed
in detail.' In a later section the measurement of real national
income will be investigated in the light of recent discussions on
the concept of national income. This will serve as a basis for
preliminary proposals to improve international comparability
of statistical series showing fluctuations in real income.
$1. DEFLATION OF NATIONAL INCOME BY PRICE INDICES

Probably the oldest method used for adjusting the national
income 'for changes in the purchasing power of money' consists
in deflating the national income in current prices by an appropriate price index. The following table gives a survey of the
methods used in ten countries:
'Although under certain assumptions the sccond method may be considered
as a refinement of the first, we prefer to treat them as two separate groups.
Theoreticallv at least there is a fourth method. accordins to which real income
& measuriz on the basis of the contributions of the ?actors of production,
adjusted for price changes. This method may have to be used, Tor example, in
wartime, when the structural changes in the composition of the notional product
make the application of other methods very difficult.

'
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Methods Used to Deflate National Income
Country

Price Index used as
Deflator

Income Concept

--

Australia

. 1 Domestic national income a t fac- 1 Index of vrholesale prices

1

tor cost

. I. National income at factor cost
,,
,, ,,
,
. 2. ,,
Greece .
,, ,, ,, ,,
India .
,,
,, ,, ,, ,,
Netherlands .
,, ,, ,, ,,
Netherlands
,,
,, ,, ,, ,,
TnACs
Palestine
.
Bdgaria

Sweden

.

~ o m e s net
c n z i o n j i przduct 'it
market prices
Switzerland . Net national product at market
prices less direct taxes
United States. Disposable personal income

1

Index of cost of living
Index of wholesale prices
Index of wholesale prices
Various price indices
Index of cost of living
Indices of cost of living
Index of wvholesale prices
Index of retail prices
Index of cost of living
Consnmers' price index

somres:
Australia. Morrtlzly Sune,zary of Aushalios Cor!d;tio,zs, The National Bank of
Australia Ltd., 10th July 1948, p. 4.
Rulgnria. (I) Dr. A . Tch:fik;~lo~T,
Af~rric,,rnl1,iconre a~rd O!,tluy r,/ Belg.oriu,
1924-1945, Sofi:~,1946. 11p 117--18(ill llulg:~rr,in,with sunlm;!ry in English).
(2) LC rcle,ru ,roriu,,nl r,, B~~lzrll,ie.
1936 -1945. I-l;rt~tcClt;imbre d'I?conornis
Nat:onalc, Sofia, 1947 (in Buliarian, with sunimary in French). The author
(hlr. A. I<cmilcll'J;sl,o plerrntsi second series obt:tinr.cl by defilting thc income
of the 111r:ll population by en indcx ul'production custs in agricultt~reand thc
Illr.omc of thc urb~llp~plil:ili~n
by tht index ul'cost of living.
Greece. Estimates prepared by the Supreme Economic Council, Athens.
Lndu. Estinrat~sprep3rerl by the L'uonontic Advisur to the Government 01'
lndn. lncomr in agriculture has bc:n dcll3tcd by 311 index of wholernlc prices
of ~ r i n 1 ~ rt~roducts.
v
income i n m~nuf;lctorincbv an index of wholcs~lr.~riccs
o r hdusttiai producis, and income from serv5e;by an index of cost-of-living.
.
Scthcrlands. ller .\'ario,,ale l,rko,,tet, vurt Ncderlu~td, 1921-1939, Central
Burwu o i St;ttistih, 'TI12 Iilgue, 1948, p. 50. 'The coct-or-li\ing i n d c ~includes
;t component fur dircct raxec.
Yetherlands fnd~es.Dr. J. J. Polak. 'He1 n:ttion~lcinAomen van Nedcrlandsch
Ir~dik,1921-1939', Srorirrirchc r,r E,irouo,uerrirchr. O,rdcrzucki,,ga,. Vol. 2. No.
4. Decrmb:r 1917. on. IOCS. I<r.:il inmrnc 1h.t~ been rnc;lsurcd bv dcllarina the
~--aggregate income brihe Europeans, the Chinese (including othGaCen Asiatics
residing in the Indies) and the Indonesians by three different cost-of-living
indices and combining the series thus obtained into one.
Palestine. P. J. Loftus, .Vario,~oll,rcu,ilc of Pulr~.~ri,rc
1945, p. 14. Net output
Tor dorntstic rn~rkctdcfl>ted by i n d n of nliolcsslu pr:c;s; ehports, supplies for
H.M.Forcuc, and delivuries lo petrolcum concussionaires dcR3ted by index of
Imnort
. -prices.
Sweden. Konjunkturinstitutet, Stockholm.
Switzerland. Das Volksei~~kommerr
der Sclz~veiz,Eidgenossiches Statisches Amt,
Bern, 1948.
United States. The Ecorzomic Report of the Presiderrt, January 1949, The
Attnnuol Economic Review, p. 104.

~~-
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In six of the ten countries mentioned the income concept used
is national income at factor cost, which in three cases is deflated
using an index of cost of living. In the literature it has often
been suggested that national income at market prices be used
on the ground that since consumer prices include indirect taxes
the corresponding income concept also ought to include indirect
taxes.
Before discussing in greater detail the various aspects of this
problem it may be worth while to investigate the effect of the
choice of the income concept upon the statistical series obtained
for national income in constant prices. Appendix Table 1
shows for six countries national income at factor cost and
national income at market prices. Despite the increase in indirect taxes in many countries as compared to prewar, the percentage deviation between the two income series does not seem
to have changed very much. The only notable exception is the
United States, where the percentage deviation between the two
series is smaller in postwar years than before the war. It should
be taken into account that in this case the difference between
the two series is in part explained by a statistical discrepancy
due to the fact that the two series have been estimated independently.
It may be noted that the definitions of indirect taxes and subsidies are not identical in all countries (see note on the definitions
of indirect taxes and subsidies appended to the table). A further
investigation would be necessary in each case to determine
whether taxes considered as indirect in the index of cost of
living have also been defined as indirect in estimating national
income at market prices.
It follows from the table that for the countries indicated
national income at market prices moves rather closely parallel
to national income at factor cost. Consequently, it would not
make much difference for the movements of the series obtained
if one or the other national income series were deflated by an
index of cost of living.
To deflate national income at market prices by an index of
cost of living is necessarily a crude procedure. The point is that
the index refers to consumers' expenditure on goods and services, which is only one of the components of national expenditure. Government current expenditure on goods and services,
and capital formation, constitute other important elements. It
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cannot be expected that for all components the same index can
be used as a deflat0r.l
There are other reasons why an index of cost of living may
be inadequate as a deflator:

(a) The composition of the national expenditure may have
changed so much, for example, as a consequence of a war, that
division by a price index based on prewar weights becomes an
unsatisfactory procedure.
(b) The national income may include imputed items, such as
farmers' consumption of own produce, which are either not
included in the cost of living index or which are only inadequately covered.
(c) Available price indices may relate to specific population
groups only, for example, urban wage-earners. For the purpose
of deflating consumers' expenditure on goods and services the
index must refer to all groups of the population, including
entrepreneurs, people in the higher income brackets and the
rural population.
(d) The cost-of-living index should not include an allowance
for direct taxes."Why indices of wholesale prices have sometiines been used
as deflators is not quite clear. Probably it is felt that during and
after a war, when prices are strictly controlled in combination
with rationing, and the computation of indices of cost of living
encounters certain well-known difficulties, wholesale price indices give a better indication of the development of price levels.
However, the fact that indices of cost of living may be kept
down by subsidies is not an argument against their use, since
they may be related to income at market prices which includes
indirect taxes but excludes subsidies. It is interesting to observe

'

It is sometinles argued that the index of cost of living may also be used to
deflate other comoonents. such as. for examole. oersonal savinc. o n the mound
that consumers have the'choice between savidi o r suendins.-if one wints to
follou~the 3rCumcnr thr index n.oulJ Irlvc t o r r i e r t o prkcs o i gooris and
sur\ices con\omers a,oulJ h:ivc I ~ d ~ ~ gifl lihcy
r h:!d not s,lvcd. TIu, index may oe
\e!,y dirl>renr from tlic omt of ltving index.
- Tllu cost-or-l.vine mdcx for rh~.Ncthr.rl3nds is consrructud in rlllr n s y . I T
prices for consumers'goods and services go up, the average family of the budget
;nquiry from ahisli the v.u~glusf.,r rhc index hd\c b:cn dirlved would mo\? inlo
;I hyhvr income ul.,rs ifit, re,d income were to remain nnch~ngcd.in tlic higher
illcome br:~ckctdirecr tsrcs wouU b ~hicbcr
'
u~vine11, rhc nros:r.'rsiv~rv o i thc
tax. hclusion of an allowance for directtaxes wil1"thus in&ea& somewhat the
fluctuations of the cost-of-living index.
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that for a country such as Australia, in which strict price controls and rationing, combined with government subsidies, were
maintained during and immediately after the war, it does not
make much difference if national income at market prices is
used instead of national income at factor cost. The conclusio~~
must be that in this case the index of cost of living is inadequate
as a deflator, not because it is based on prices less subsidies, but
because it is probably not duly representative of prices of all
finished goods and services.
111. MEASURING THE COMPONENTS OF THE NATIONAL EXPENDllTNlE IN
CONSTANT PRICES

National income may be expressed in constant prices by adjusting each of the components of the national expenditure for
price fluctuations. From a theoretical point of view this procedure may be more satisfactory than any other method used.
We will come back to this point in Section V.
Few countries have applied the method and the information
about the techniques used is usually brief. In Denmark (domestic) gross national product has been expressed in prices of 1935
by the following method? Consumers' expenditure and government expenditure on goods and services have been deflated by
the cost-of-living index, construction by an index of building
costs, and outlay on machinery by an appropriate wholesale
price index. The exports surplus of goods when positive has
been deflated by a wholesale price index of exports, and when
negative by a wliolesale price index for imports. Net receipts
from freight have been deflated by an index of freight rates.
Deflating of net interest and dividends received from abroad
was not necessary, since the item does not appear in domestic
gross national product.
It may be argued that in an expenditure breakdown the net
foreign investment component'should be deflated by an index
of import prices instead of by an export price index. The point
will be taken up again in Section V.
In the Uflited Kingdom consumers' expenditure has been
expressed in constant prices by expressing each of its components in constant prices and combining the series thus obtained

' Notionalpr.odt~ktefo r Nalior~ali~tdkomsiert1930-1946, Copenhagen, 1948,
Chap. VI, pp. 153-69.
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into a quantum-index, using estimates of the value of consumption in the base year as weights. Sometimes a more complicated
formula for a quantum-index has been used. However, it is
desirable that any formula used fulfills the criterion of additivity, i.e. that the weighted sum of the quantum-indices for all
components equals the quantum-index for consumers' expenditure on goods and services as a whole? The simple base weighted
aggregative quantity index satisfies this criterion.
Estimates of domestic capital formation based on a quantity
index are available for Sweden.
Government expenditure on goods and services is usually
difficult to deflate. Whereas government expenditure on goods
may, at least in theory, be deflated by an index of prices, government outlay on salaries is usually deflated by an index of salary
rates of government employees, thus implying the assumption
that the productivity of labour has not changed.
Estimates of consumers' expenditure on goods and services,
expressed in constantprices, have also been prepared for France
and Sweden. Available estimates for Czechoslovakia refer to the
Czech lands only, excludii~gSlovakia.
In the expenditure breakdown all items are usually expressed
at market prices, i.e. including indirect taxes but excluding subsidies. It is possible to define all expenditure items ex indirect
taxes less subsidies, and if this is done the aggregate national
expenditure will be equal to national income at factor cost. If
national expenditure at factor cost is expressed i n constant prices
the result is not necessarily the same as when national income
at market prices is adjusted for price fluctuations. The differences are easily explained by the unequal incidence of indirect
taxes less subsidies upon the various goods and services entering
into the national expenditure.
It is easier to express gross capital formation in constant prices
than net capital formation, which is equal to the gross concept
less replacement investment. It is usually not known, and may
even not be feasible to establish, what capital goods are meant
for replacement and what part of capital formation is meant

'J. R. N. Stone draws attention to this point (cf. 'The Measurement of
National Income and Expenditure', Ecorrmnic Jorrrrral, Vol. 57, No. 227, September 1947, pp. 272-98). It appears from this article (cf. pp. 287-88) that the
indices of Drices and auantities used in the British White PaDers on National
Income and Expendituie previously were 'ideal' index numbers. From 1946 on,
base-weighted quantity indices have been used to satisfy the criterion of additivity.
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for new investment. The reason is that these concepts are essentially macro-economic.
The best procedure for all practical purposes probably is to
consider total depreciation allowances broken down by industrial sectors, to adjust them for replacement values if this has
not been the basis of valuation, and to deflate by price indices
of capital goods for each separate industrial sector.
IV. MEASURING REAL NATIONAL INCOME AS A COMBINED INDEX OF THE
OUTPLIT OF GOODS AND SERVICES

Many authors have attempted to measure real national income on the basis of indices of agricultural and industrial production and similar data for the service industries and other
branches of the economy, including the government sector and
the net return from investments abroad. The indices for separate
sectors may be combined into a general index, using the net
values added in the chosen base period as weights. However,
other systems of weighting have also been applied. Statistical
practices in various countries differ widely, and it may be
doubted whether the methods used are always consistent in
themselves. In Argentiizal indices of production were used for
agriculture and mining, but for manufacturing an index of
employment was used, changes in productivity thus being neglected. Services of the government in the non-business sector are
measured by the total number of government employees, and a
similar method has bee11 followed with respect to the personal
services. The services of banks and other financial intermediaries
have been left out. The assumption has been made that the
volume of their services moves parallel to the combined volume
index of all other branches. In general, the indices for the various
industries have been weighted according to the values of the
output in the base year (1 935). For trade, the gross profit margin
was chosen, and for the government sector and other service
sectors the total payroll.
The index of real national income computed by Dr. Kiranoff
for Bulgariaqs a combined index, obtained from indices of
agricultural production, mining and manufacturjng. As the out-

' Lo Rd,!lo Nacio,rold~,In Republic0 ,lrjiozri,m. B.!nco Cenrr.11 d: I:! Rvpublica
Argcnum, Dcpxricn~cnr:~
dz 10r.cirigxciun;r Econumicss, Bu.-nos Atre,. 1946.
Dr. P. Ktrunolf. Le rcb,e,,a ,rorju,,ol e,, Bulgoriu, Sotil, 1946.
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put of small industries and handicrafts was difficult to measure,
the index for this group was assumed to have remained constant
(the index of manufacturing also did not fluctuate very much
during the war years). For all other branches, i.e. transport,
communications, trade, government and income from capital,
it was assumed that the index of the volume of services rendered
had fluctuated parallel to the combined index of agricultural
and industrial production.
Estimates of real national income for China,prepared by Dr.
Pao San Ou,l are based on indices of production for agriculture,
manufacturing and mining, and similar data for transportation.
For the government non-business sector, education, banking,
insurance and personal services the index is based on the number of people employed without adjustments for changes in
productivity.
In Hz/?fgaryestimates of real national income were derived
from indexes of producf on, each product being weighted by
the average price in the base period.2 Manufacturing output,
however, was weighted according to the net value added in the
base period. With respect to handicrafts and domestic industry,
the assumption was made that output varied in proportion to
the combined value of agricultural output, mining aud manufacturing. For transport, total number of ton-kilometres was
used as an index. The contribution of commerce to real national
income was estimated on the basis of the quantity of goods
passing through trade channels, and this was derived from indices of output of agriculture, mining and manufacturing industry and imports of finished goods. Finally, it was believed
necessary to take into account the price-increasing effect of
indirect taxes. To this end the percentage of such taxes in the
total nominal value of the production of consumers' goods in
the base year was obtained and added to the corresponding
volume indexes for all years. Services rendered by dwelliilgs
were estimated on the basis of the number of dwelling units,
using the aggregate rental value as weighting coefficient. The
volume of domestic work was supposed to have remained constant. Items of the balance of payments entering into the national
'Dr. Pao San Ou, Natio,ral Ifrcorne of China, 1933, 1936 a~td1946, Social
Sciences Study Papers, No. 1, Institute of Social Sciences, Academia Sinica,

Nanking.
' Matolcsy, M. and Varga, S., The Nafio,rol Incorne of Hungary, 19241251936137 (translated tnto English by L. Schweng), London, 1938.
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income, viz. personal remittances received from abroad and net
dividends and interest received from abroad (actually a negative
item), were in the prewar period included in the real income
without any revision for changes in the price level.
In Norway1 real national income has been estimated by deflating the net value added for each branch of industry. For
agriculture the gross value of the output has been deflated by
expressing all quantities in prices of the base year (1939). Output in the form of improvements of new land and construction
of agricultural buildings (positive items), and depreciation allowances for buildings and machinery (a negative item), have
been deflated by an index of prices of agricultural property; all
other output and costs in agriculture by the index of wholesale
prices. For manufacturing and handicrafts the index of industrial production has been used to measure the changes in real
income since the base year. For building activity the index of
employment has been used without regard to the decrease in
productivity of labour during the war years. Income from shipping earned in foreign exchange, and similar income from other
services rendered to foreign countries, have been deflated by an
index of import prices, oil the ground that such returns may be
used to finance imports. However, net dividends and interest
payable abroad were deflated by an index of wholesale prices.
Income in retail trade has been deflated by an index of retail
prices, and income in wholesale trade by an index of wholesale
prices.
Income in banking and insurance has been deflated by the
index of cost of living, assuming that wages and salaries have
fluctuated parallel to this index and that the productivity of
labour remained unchanged.
Income of hotels, restaurants, etc., has been deflated by the
index of cost of living.
Rental income has been deflated by the index of rents. The
net value added of government services outside government
enterprises is measured by the total payroll, which was deflated
by an index of wage and salary rates. For other services the
index of cost of living has been used.
For Palestines the output of the exports industries has been
Nasjorralinntekfen i Nor@ 1935-1943, Central Bureau of Statistics, Oslo,
1946.
P . J. Loftus, Nafio~tall~~eorne
of PalestOle 1945, Jerusalem, 1948.
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adjusted taking into account changes in the terms of trade of
the country. Therefore the value figures for the exports industries were deflated by the index of import unit values instead of
by an index of prices of goods exported. For all other industries
the net value added figures were deflated by an index of wholesale prices.
The following preliminary conclusions seem to follow from
the above survey of methods used in various countries to approach real national income from the output side:
1. Output of individual branches of industry is usually measured on the basis of indices of production. Sometimes net value
added or other value figures, deflated by a price index, have
been used, assuming that the figures thus obtained represent
indices of the volunle of the output.=
2. For the government non-business sector, education, personal services, and sometimes also for other branches of industry, employmeltt is taken as an index of the volume of output,
changes in productivity thus being neglected.
3. Statistical practices with respect to the deflation of the export surplus, of net income from investments abroad, and other
items of the international balance of payments differ widely.
There is no generally adopted principle for the treatment of
these items.
4. The net val~~es
added of the various branches of industry
in the base period are usually adopted as weighting coefficients,
but sometimes other value figures are used to combine the iudices of output for separate branches of industry into the index
of real national income.
5. The classifications used include industries producing intermediate products and industries producing h a 1 goods. When
indices of output for both groups of industries are incorporated
into the index of real national income, technical progress as
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reflected in a decreased use of raw materials and semi-manufactured products per unit of output of final goods may not
be duly taken into account.
V. THE VALUATION OF NATIONAL INCOM!3

In this section the concept of real national income will be
investigated in greater detail. Such an enquiry is believed to be
necessary in the interest of obtaining a theoretical basis for the
measurement of real national income. In the next section rules
will be suggested for the statistical evaluation of real national
income with a view to promoting international comparability
in this field.
Recent discussions on the valuation of social income1 have
necessarily a bearing also on the problems involved in the
measurement of real income. They center on the problem of
whether national income should be interpreted as a measure of
social welfare or as a measure of productivity, and what the
basis of the valuation should be in either case. It is now agreed
that if national income is conceived of as a measure of social
welfare, it should not be limited to consumers' goods alone.
The net additions to the stock of capital goods are to be included, and they should be valued on the basis of the discounted
yields in terms of finished goods. Statisticians usually assume
that this relationship is reflected by actual market prices.
The results of governmental activities, outside the sphere of
public utilities, are not so easy to handle. Since in general there
exist no market prices for the services provided by government,
they are usually valued at what they cost. Differences of statistical treatment result from differences in the interpretation of
the nature of the public services. In many estimates of national
income the government is not considered as a producer, but as
the final buyer of goods and services provided on behalf of the
community.Tonsequently, in the national expenditure account
S . Kuznets, 'On the Valuation of Social Income', Economica, February 1948,
pp. 1-16; May 1948, pp. 11631.
J. R. Hicks, 'The Valuation of the Social Income: A Comment on Professor
Kuznets' Reflections', Econo,nica, August 1948, pp. 163-72.
'This is also the point of view adopted by the Subcommittee on National
Income Statistics of the Leasue of Nations Committee of Statistical Experts.
Cf. Measurement of National 1,rcornc and the Constrrcctio,~of Sociol A c o n n y
Studies and Reports on Statistical Methods, No. 7, United Nations, Geneva,
1947.
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all public current expenditure on goods and services appears as
outlay on &a1 goods and services. According to the other approach, which has been defended by Professor ICuznets, a distinction is made between government outlay on intermediate
goods and services and government outlay on final goods and
services. In the national expenditure account only the latter
appears as a separate item, since the fo~meris already included
in the value of all other final goods and services sold on the
market. The numerical discrepancy between the two methods
is usually very considerable. According to the first method the
social income equals: all private incomes plus indirect taxes less
subsidies less goverilment transfer payments (pensions, interest
on war debts, etc.). According to the second method and following Professor Kuznets, the social income equals all private incomes less direct taxes plus all final public services at cost.
The total obtained according to the first method equals what
is usually termed the national income at market prices. It is
worthwhile to note that the second method does not lead to
what is commonly called the national income at factor cost.
If the national income is conceived of as a measure of the
aggregate welfare enjoyed by a nation to the extent that this is
determined by the output of economic goods and services, then
the second method seems to offer the appropriate approach to
this concept. However, it requires the solution of the difficult
problem of developing criteria for distinguishing between
government intermediate and government final services. For a
broad group of government activities it may not be too difficult
to establish criteria acceptable to statisticians, but the difficulty
is that there remains a large area where any decision is necessarily arbitrary. Experience shows that in those countries where
the nletl~odhas been used the conventions adopted differ widely.
The problem of allocation is also difficult, because it presents
itself every year and thus requires new decisions to be made
when the government assumes new forms of responsibility. The
procedures adopted affect not only the level, but also the fluctuations of the national income totals obtained.
The other point deals with the controversy over social income
as a welfare concept and as a measure of the productivity of the
economy. Professor Hicks has set forth that the two concepts
do not necessarily lead to the same statistical totals, but according to Professor Kuznets the two must necessarily be equal. The
S
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reason for this identity is in principle very simple: There is no
other criterion for productivity than the satisfaction derived
by final consumers. Following the usual way of reasoning the
marginal productivity of the factors of production must equal
their supply price, which, as Professor Kuznets has remarked,
equals the payments to factors, excluding direct taxes, but including whatever final services may be provided free by public
agencies. Thus national income as a measure of productivity
equals all private incomes less direct taxes plus government final
services, which equals the total for national income as a measure
of social welfare. Professor Hicks, on the contrary, claims that
the welfare measuie and the productivity measure may be different: and even that the productivity measure is not unique.
This he explains by criticizing Professor Kuznets' thesis that
the supply price of factors of production is determined by payments excluding direct taxes but including government final
services rendered free and transfers. The main argument is that
there are 'indivisible' or 'unallocable' final services which cannot be considered as part of the supply price of factors.
Whatever the outcome of the theoretical discussion may be,
experience shows that for all practical purposes statisticians prefer to compute either national income at market prices or the
factor cost concept, or both.
Great also is the weight of practical considerations if national
income must be evaluated in constant prices. The attempt to
adhere strictly to the view that national income as a measure
of welfare must be equal to national income as a measure of
productivity would eliminate certain series which are considered
useful for purposes of economic analysis.
Summarizing recent developments it may be stated that at
least two different approaches to the concept of national income
in constant prices may be distinguished, which do not necessarily have to lead to identical results.
According to the first method national income expressed in
constant prices is regarded as an index of production extended
to cover all output of goods and services in the economy. In its
simplest form the index is built up out of separate indices for
the various branches of economic activity, combined into a
general index using the net values added in the base period as
weighting coefficients. In this form the method may be used to
measure short-term fluctuations in real national income. For
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the measurement of fluctuations over a longer period the method
cannot be very accurate, since in general it does not sufficiently
take into account structural changes which may result, for example, in a smaller volume of raw materials or semi-finished
products being required per unit of final output, or a larger
volume of transportation services being needed to produce the
same quantity of final output. This deficiency in the method
may be remedied, however, by replacing the indices of production for separate branches of economic activity by the figures
that are obtained if for each industry the value of its output
and the value of the materials used up in the productive process
are deflated by suitable price index numbers, and the latter
series subtracted from the former. Since for each intermediate
industry the value of its output would cancel against the value
of the materials used up in the next higher industry (apart from
changes in business inventories), the result is the same as if only
all output of h a 1 goods and services had been deflated.
The method is thus almost identical to the result obtained if
the components of national expenditure, i.e. consumers' expenditure on goods and services, and public and private capital
formation are expressed in constant prices. The procedure would
not eliminate all conceptual difficulties. Deflating government
current expenditure on goods and services by an index of prices
leaves still unsolved the problem of the distinction between
government intermediate and final services. If, as is often done,
estimates of national income in constant prices are used for
intertemporal comparisons of welfare, then it is essential that
government intermediate services be eliminated, since otherwise the results obtained may easily not agree with the general
consensus concerning changes in welfare in the country concerned.
So far the discussion in Section V has been limited to the case
of a closed economy. I11 the case of an open economy the problem arises of how to deflate the net foreign investment component in the national expenditure acc0unt.l If national income
in constant prices is conceived of as the national product expressed in constant prices, the11 it seems appropriate to deflate
'In the national expenditure account unilateral transactions such as aid
received from abroad arc often treated lrke other imoorts. If this is done the
;icoount snows thc export s~~rplua
of goods and ,crviccs nr o separate component
inate:*d of nci forclgn invcsrm:ni. 'This docs not in principle makc any dilfzrence
for the prublcrn ofdcthtion discussed hxe.

.
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exports by an index of export prices and imports by an index
of import prices. If, however, real national income is approached
entirely from the expenditure side, then it seems more appropriate to consider exports as a means for paying for present or
future imports, and in the expenditure account they should,
therefore, be deflated by an index of import prices. A similar
reasoning may be applied to the 'invisible' items in the balance
of payments.
VI. PROPOSALS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF REAL NATIONAL INCOME

A satisfactory solution of the problem of how to express
national income in constant prices cannot easily be established.
For practical purposes two methods are available. Estimates of
real national income may be obtained by combining indices of
production for all branches of economic activity, subject, if
necessary, to further refinements, or they may be obtained by
expressing the various components of national expenditure in
constant prices. Which method is the most promising for practical purposes depends on the nature of available statistics. It
is often felt that the first method is more useful for practical
purposes, since in general more statistics are available on the
volume of production in various industries than on final outlay
on goods and services. In the opinion of the author attempts to
approach the real national income from the expenditure side
should, where possible, be made, since they are most useful for
purposes of economic analysis and very informative as to the
exact meaning of the figures.
The methods actually used for expressing the components of
national expenditure in constant prices have often to be considered as a compromise, and it is unavoidable that the techniques applied for the various components are not consistent.1
For practical purposes the following rules may be adopted:
(a) Consumers' expenditure on goods and services may be
expressed in constant prices by expressing all quantities concerned in values of the chosen base period. Sometimes, and
particularly if important changes in the structural pattern of
'This logical inconsistency of our methods also explains why it is impossible
to deflate all the items in the social accounts and still arrive at accounts which
balance. This conditions would be fulfilled if our methods for deflating obeyed
theoretical criteria strictly.
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consumers' expenditure have occurred, it may be necessary to
use more complicated formulae.
(6) Government current expenditure on goods and services
may be deflated as follows: For total wages and salaries of
government personnel an index of salary rates may be used,
and if possible an attempt should also be made to allow for
changes in labor productivity. For government outlay on commodities a special price index should, if possible, be constructed.
(c) Gross and net domestic capital formation may be deflated
using a suitable price index, or by expressing all quantities in
prices of the chosen base period. Special methods may have to
be used to express public capital formation in constant prices.
(d) Net foreign investment, whether positive or negative, may
be deflated by an index of import prices, because it is the return
in goods and services received from abroad that measures the
contribution to social welfare. For certain purposes it may be
desirable to measure the volume of output for exports irrespective of the return in goods received from abroad. Total exports
of goods and services may then have to be deflated by an index
of export prices. However, net interest and dividends and other
income received from abroad -whether positive or negative should probably always be deflated by an index of import prices.

A discussion of the conceptual problems that arise in defining the various components of the national expenditure is
beyond the scope of this paper. For those problems reference
is made to the existing literature.1 Imputed items of income and
expenditure such as farmers' consumption of own produce and
imputed banking services rendered free, the problems arising
in defining and measuring capital formation and government
current expenditure on goods and services, and many other
problems have a bearing also on the methods used for measuring national income in constant prices.
A few words may finally be said about the reliability of the
estimates obtained. Certain countries (Ireland, Sweden, the
Netherlands) have adopted the practice of classifying the estimates of the components of national income into groups, indicating their probable margins of error. A similar practice may
(a) Cf. Report of the Subcommittee on National Income Statistics of the
League of Nations Committee of Statistical Expens.
(b) National Income Statistics of Various Cou~ttries1938-1947, Statistical
Office of the United Nations, January 1949.
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be used also when estimates of real national income are compiled. The problem is more complicated in this particular field,
since the margins of error of the series obtained are effected also
by the adequacy of the price indices used as deflators or other
procedures used. In addition there is the conceptual problem
that in presenting figures on real income the problem of the
distinction between government intermediate and final services
cannot be disregarded. The best practical recommendation in
this case seems to be that adequate qualifications should be
attached to the figures as a warning against possible misinterpretation of the series.

APPENDIX
TABLE 1

National Income at Market Prices as Per Cent of National Ii~corne
at Factor Cost

1 1 I 1
1 1 I 1
1938

Ausl,nlial [in mill. o f f (A)]:
1 Domestic national income at market
prices
2. Domestic national income at factor
cost
3. 1. as per cent of 2.
.
.

904

.

6:::

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Vora,oy [in mill. of kroner]:

.

1. N:!tionaI income at m3rkr.t prices
2. Na~ionnl~ncornest ixctor cosr
3. I . 3s per cent o f ? .

.
.

UniredKingdonl [in mill. of £1:
1. National income at market prices
2. Natiorial income at factor cost
3. 1. as per cent of 2.
.

.
.

UnitedStafes4[in mill. of US $1:
1. National income at market prices
2. National income at factor cost
3.1.aspercentof2.
.

.

.

1,359

1,635

..
..
..

110.5

4,623
3,986
116.0

11,026
9,765
112.9

12,589
10,989
114.6

14,517
12,796
113.4

6,822

14,379

15,612

16,956

6,460

13,349

14,585

15,776

.
.

.
.

1.807

203,600
198.JOlJ
105.6

.

Ne~vZealand~
[in mill. o f f (NZ)];
1. National income at market pnces
2. National income at factor cost
3. 1. as per cent of 2.
.

1.534

1948

!1 1/

Denmark:
1. Domestic national income at market
prices
2. Domestic national income at factor
WL
3. 1. as per cent of 2.

.

1947

112.9

Belgiutn [in mill. ofirancs]:
1. Nation~lincome at market pricca . 69,560
2. Nation:~linuomc ;I[ iactor cast
. 64.000
3. 1. as per cent of 2.
.
.
'108.7

Canada [in mill. of S (C)]:
.
1. National income at market prices
2. National income at factor cost
3. 1. as per cent of 2.
.

1946

105.6

/1
I

1

'106.8

/

'107.6

107.0

107.7

?;
;:
109.5 1

1

/

460.0
422.0
109.0

%b
107.4 1

107.5

!1

1:

I
3,976
3,741
106.5

7,860
6,992
112.4

8,983

9,542

8,143

8,/>0

.

5,281
4,640
113.8

9,417
8,111
116.1

10,194
8,725
116.8

11,325
9,675
117.1

.
,
.

76,691
67,375
113.8

218,337
197,440
179,289
202,500
107.8
110.1

240,400
224,400
107.1

110.3 ,

109.1

Notes:
'Fiscal years starting 1st July.
Fiscal years starting 1st April.
a Housewives excluded.
'The difference between national income at market prices and national income at factor cost is esual to indirect taxes less subsidies minus current sumlns
o i government enterprkcs plus business traltsfer p:tyrnents plus the stat~siical
discrepancy. It is not possible to indicltc uhich p:!rt oithis stntirtical dircrepancy,
which amounted
resocctivclv
-91. 979. -3.389 :$nd -4.400 million
~ ~ - -to~
.
-~ dollars.
-~~~..
should be allocated to-eachofihe income totiis.
~~~~~

. ~ ~ ~ ..
~~~~

~~

~

~

~
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Sources:
Australia. Nofional Income andExperrditm, 1947-1948, p. 8.
Belgium. Estimates by F. Baudhuin.
C~n:id;i. No~io~nll
Accorr,,fl, 1,8co,,ze orrd Expc,:xporditrrrr, 1936-1947, p. 16 Tor
yclri 193546. ,\'otio,rol Accoro,lr, i,,cu,nc oud E.~pc~,,<iillil,rre,
1947-1948, roviscd,
D. 2 ior YCXS 19.1748.
Denmark. Statisfisk Aarbog, 1948, Table 242 for years 1938 and 1946. Danmarks Notio,rolbudge!, 1949, pp. 90 and 99 for years 194748.
New Zealand. Oficial Esrimotes of Nafiotrni Income, 1938-39 fo 1947-48,
Supplement to June 1948 issue of Morzflrly Abstroet ofSfatisfics,p. 3.
Norway. Nasjo~?aIbri~je!lef,
1948, pp. 5 and 6 for the year 1938. Na~ooalbudsiertet, 1949, pp. 108 and 133 for the years 194U8.
United Kingdom. Nationo[ 1,rcome and Expendifura of the United Kingn'om,
1946-1948, p. 3.
United States. Survey of Current BusLtess, July 1948, p. 16 for the years
1938-47. Survey of Currenr Business, February 1949, p. 10.

Note on fire defi,,rifionsof indirecf taxes and subsidies:

Australia. Indirect taxes: Includes payroll tax, lottery taxes, war damage insurance premiums, employers' contributions to Queensland Unemployment
Insurance Fund. Excludes real estate taxes. Subsidies: Includes capital subsidies.
New Zealand. Indirect taxes: Excludes real estate tax. Subsidies: Excludes
capital subsidies.
Nonvay. Indirect taxes: Includes fees paid by business enterprises, excludes
real estate taxes. Subsidies: Excludes capital subsidies.
ljnitcd Kingdom. Indirect tancc lncludcs ctnploycrs' contributions to social
incllranoe. Export dulics 3rc included in ndton31 income at l'~clorcost. Subsidies:
Include, c:lpt131 iuhsldics.
United States. Indirect taxes: Includes surplus of government enterprises.
Subsidies: Includes deficit of government enterprises.
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TABLE 2

Estimates of Natior~alIncome in Current and in Constant Prices1

/

Argentinea
Cufrent
prices

--

1935
pnces

Million pesos
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

.

8,857
9,294
9,424
10,458
11,914
12,718
14,295
15,055

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

..

Austria3
1937
prices

I

8,070
8,630
8,620
9,490
9,730
9,680
10,300
10,000

Bulgaria"
Current
prices

..
..

56.9
67.1
89.4
121.8
161.5
250.0
285.8
334.0

..
..
..

..

Denmarks, '

France'

1935
prices

Cufrent
prlces

I

i6.9

53.4
57.9
56.7
53.4
49.3
45.4
50.1

Greece8

1938
prices

1,000 million francs

1939
prices

1,000 million leva

6,000

3,000

Million kroner

1
1

Million schillings

..

Current
prlcw

/

1

Current
pnces

/

1938-39
prices

1,000 mill. drachmas

'Figures relate to national income at factor cost unless otherwise stated.
'Gross national product at market prices. Source: La Re~rlaNaeiotzul de la
Republics Argentina, Banco Central, Buenos Aires, 1946.
Source: Monatsbericht des Oesterreicltische,r I~?stitutesfum Wirtschaftsforschimng, 15th May 1947. Figure for 1938 refers to 1937.
a Source: Blilletin Merrsucl de la Direction Ginirale de la Statistique, No. 2-3,
1947, p. 57.
'Sources: 1938-46: Stutistlsk Aarbog, 1948, Tables 241 and 242; 1947-48:
Danmurks Nariorlalbudget for Aurel 1949, p. 99.
'National income at market prices.
Gross national product at market prices, excluding the government sector.
Source: Commissariat G6niral du Plan.
Unofficial estimates.
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Hungary',

1938
prices

Current I939
prlces prlces

Current 1939
prices prlces

Million pengos

1,000 mill.
lire

Million kroner

Million £ (P)

4,509
4,895

30.2

j6.2

..

..
..
..
..

.
.

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

. 6,743 11 5,312
. 8,311 9 5,171
. 10,348 >t5,467
. 15,431 $ 2 5,214
..
.,
.
. -- . . 2,541
. 11,816* 3,137
..
..
.
..
..
.

5,192
5,940

5,192
5,506

116.6

..
..
..
..

8i.9
68.4
~i.2

..

Philippines1, '
Cu!rent
pnces

1938
prices

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.

994

..
..
..
..
..
..

994

2,7i9

8ki

..

4,669
4,895

5,138",301°
6,563
4,434
6,567
4,248
6,677
4,121
6,400 4,000
6,100
3,800
7,860'
8,983
9,542

SwitzerlandLo
Current
prlces

1938
prlces

Million francs

Million pesos
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

Palestines

Norway',

Cufrent 1938-39
prlces prices

1938
1939

1946
1947
1948

Italy4

a

..
..
..
..
..

..

..

9,046
9,225
9,678
10,634
11,523
12,381
12,824
13,824
15,658
17,413

' National income at market prices.

8,314
8,409
8,028
7,198
7,176
7,409
7,378
7,939
8,806
9,689

jj.9
90.0
123.0
141.9

44.7

..

..

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

Turkey1, "
Current
prices

1947
prices

Million £(T)

..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..

5,566

6,066

5,740

5,800

..
..

..
..

=Figures relate to twelve months beginning 1st July of year stated. Source:
Economic Sfafisfi~al
Bulleri,~,Budapest,, May !947.
In milllon formts. Source: Hungarian Institute for Economic Research.
Sources: Corrriri~rcfriraEconornica, March 1946, and Banca Nazionale del
Lavoro, Quarterly Review, No. 4, January 1948, pp. 26063.
GSources: 1938-39: Nosjo~ralbridsjeffef,
1948, p. 6; 1940-45: Om nasjonalbrrdsjeftet, 1947, p. 89; 1946-48: Nasjonalb~tdsjelfa,1949, p. 108.
'Figures for 1940-45 excluding customs duties. Estimates for 1944 and 1945
very rough.
Excludes unpaid services of I~ousewives,which are included in the figures
for previous years.
a P. J. Loftus, National firconle of Palesfine, 1946 idem 1945, p. 17.
Vonrce: Report ond Rccomnzetrdafions of tlre Joinf Plrilippi,~e-American
Finance Comrnissiorr, Manila, 1947.
'*Source: Das Volkseinlrornrnen der Schwe!z, 1938-1947, Bern,, 1948, p, 18.
Fimres in 1938 Drlces are based on natlonal Income at market prlces lcss dlrect
taces.
Source: Sefik Bilkur, National Income of Tr~rIcey,Ankara, 1949, p. 40.

